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08-10-1969 Maryland – Harmon and Hobstetter – FF Flood Rescue Attempt

http://www.mdfirerescuehero.org/LODD.shtml?SID=&LID=50&PID=D564A077C2323BB5C2B6E1D341
885D3F&MID=529&b=&FilterField=CID_4&FilterOption=C&FilterText=PRINCE&sort=CID_1,CID_3&dir
=u&lastsort=

Name: HARMON, Jr. Robert J.
DOD: August 10, 1969
House: Chillum-Adelphi VFD
County: PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY
Age: 22
Years of Service: 18 Months

http://www.mdfirerescuehero.org/LODD.shtml?SID=&LID=50&PID=D564A077C2323BB5C2B6E1D341
885D3F&MID=545&b=&FilterField=CID_4&FilterOption=C&FilterText=PRINCE&sort=CID_1,CID_3

Name: HOBSTETTER, Charles R.
DOD: August 10, 1969
House: Chillum-Adelphi VFD
County: PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY
Age: 30
Years of Service: 8 Years
Honoring & Remembering Maryland Fallen Heroes Chillum-Adelphi VFD
~ Prince George's County
~ Maryland August 10, 1969
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On a hot August night in 1969, a line of violent thunderstorms, with winds in excess
of 55 mph, barreled through the MD/DC area, and caused extensive flooding
throughout the region.
The usually trickling and docile Sligo Creek, suddenly turned into a torrent of water
with 5 foot swells ,that caused the creek to crest over the bridge on New Hampshire
Avenue and submerge cars within minutes.
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Knowles and their 5 year old son were in their family car and had
just turned off New Hampshire Ave onto Sligo Creek Parkway, when they were hit
with rushing flood waters, that came up as high as the car door handles, and the
raging water swept them and their automobile some 2 blocks down stream. The
three abandoned their car and, with the help of 18 year old Colin Turner of Takoma
Park, the four navigated downstream until they reached, climbed up on, and clung
to the railings of the New Hampshire Avenue bridge.
The Chillum-Adelphi ambulance and hook & ladder were the first units to arrive and
emergency rescue operations got underway with the 3 man team of Robert
Harmon, Charles Robert Hobstetter,and Bob Jacobs. Firefighter Robert J. Harmon
Jr. and Firefighter Charles Robert Hobstetter, were secured with lifelines that were
being manned by Firefighter Bob Jacobs. The two firefighters were making their
way to the four stranded on the bridge, when suddenly the road collapsed, plunging
Firefighter Harmon and Firefighter Hobstetter into the raging water and under the
bridge.
Firefighter Harmon, still attached to the lifeline, was pulled from the water by
Firefighter Jacobs. Firefighter Harmon was transported to an area hospital in cardiac
arrest/drowning, all resuscitation attempts were unsuccessful, and he was
pronounced dead at approximately 1:30 a.m.
Firefighter Robert J.Harmon,Jr was 23 years old and had served 18 months. When
the road collapsed, Firefighter Hobstetter became separated from the lifeline. He
was swept 1/2 mile downstream and his body was located at approximately 3 a.m.
Firefighter Charles Robert Hobstetter was 31 years old and had served 8 1/2 years
*** the above narrative created with excerpts and paraphrasing from the following:
Washington Post, August 11, 1969 K. Scharfenberg Washington Post, Sept. 17,
1998. B.Ruben Website posting by Clair Garman, www.fosc.org/FloodFiremen.htm

HONORING TWO FIREFIGHTERS LOST
https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/local/1998/09/17/honoring-two-firefighters-lost/b0b88c5f952c-402d-bc7c-8dd080a4fe56/

September 17, 1998 By Barbara Ruben

At the end of an arid August, Sligo Creek trickles sluggishly from Silver Spring into
Takoma Park. But on a hot August night in 1969, a violent thunderstorm swept
through the area, and the usually docile creek turned into a torrent of water,
cresting over the bridge on New Hampshire Avenue and submerging cars within
minutes.
The Knowles family, of Woodbridge, had just turned off New Hampshire onto Sligo
Creek Parkway, when the water rushed out of the creek, washing up past the door
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handles of the family car. In the ensuing rescue, which ultimately saved Ronald
Knowles, his wife and their 3-year-old son Clark, two firefighters were killed, the
only firefighters from the Chillum-Adelphi Fire House to ever die on the job.
For Robert Jacobs, who drove the fire truck that night, the incident retains an
almost documentary-like immediacy. He still sees the firefighters' strobe lit by
flashes of lightning as they swam through five-foot swells to reach the family
clinging to the railing at the top of the bridge. He cannot forget the sickening crash
of concrete as part of New Hampshire Avenue beyond the bridge gave way, pulling
volunteer firefighters Robert Harmon Jr. and Robert Hobstetter down into the creek.
Each year around the time of the anniversary of the drownings, Jacobs, 67, places
a wreath at a small bronze commemorative plaque next to Sligo Creek.
"I do it to keep the memory alive. I think it's important to remember those we've
lost," said Jacobs, who has volunteered with the department for 41 years.
Jacobs has organized several memorial services for the firefighters, the most recent
in 1990. He serves as the unofficial historian of the fire department, with a file of
yellowing news clippings and a photo album filled with pictures from the memorial
service. About 10 years ago, while in London, he met with Hobstetter's daughter
Diana, who was living there at the time. She was 5 when her father, a technician
for television station WTTG who lived in Bowie, died at age 31.
"I wanted to tell her about her father, about who he was and why he died," he said.
Colin Turner, then 18, was also at the scene that August night. He arrived from his
Takoma Park house about a quarter mile away and perched on top of a street sign.
Ronald Knowles escaped his car by opening a window, Turner recalled.
"I went into the water and got {the wife and child} out to the bridge," said Turner,
47, who now lives in Crofton. But then the road collapsed, sending Turner and the
firefighters down into the rushing creek.
"There was no time to think. It was like a big drain. We were just sucked in,"
Turner said. "I was lucky. I wasn't wearing boots or equipment. My friends thought
I was history, but I managed to grab a branch on the bank."
But firefighter Harmon, 23, a National Institutes of Health employee who had lived
at the firehouse, was tethered to a rope, in which he became entangled under
water. Hobstetter also drowned.
"I was just out of it for a few weeks. I felt so bad for those guys," said Turner, who
received a $500 reward from the Carnegie Hero Fund for his efforts. Harmon and
Hobstetter were honored posthumously.
Takoma Park firefighters rescued the Knowles family, who still clung to the bridge
railing. Members of the Knowles family and relatives of the firefighters could not be
located for this report.
For William Radisch, 74, of Calvert County, who was deputy fire chief for the
Chillum-Adelphi Fire House, details of the incident now are vague, but the night still
haunts him.
"The water was getting higher and higher every minute. And then we lost those two
young fellows." He pauses and sighs. "For a long period of time it was hard for me.
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It's still difficult sometimes." CAPTION: Above, Colin Turner, left, and Robert Jacobs
stand by memorial to firefighters who drowned in 1969 flood. At left, the two recall
incident at the site. CAPTION: Robert Jacobs, right, of the Chillum-Adelphi Fire
Department, and Colin Turner recall night two firefighters drowned.

The Current Of Life In a Rivulet Turned River
https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/lifestyle/2004/07/29/the-current-of-life-in-a-rivulet-turnedriver/fb5b0ac9-e209-4b79-9251-de0ef96cd589/?noredirect=on

By David Montgomery
July 29, 2004

Strange how an old-fashioned, ferocious creek flood can remind you of life's cycles - a relentless washing away, and a relentless returning.
The corner of New Hampshire Avenue and Sligo Creek Parkway in Takoma Park
yesterday morning is a good place to start. This is where deceptively docile Sligo
Creek usually flows under New Hampshire on its indolent way into Prince George's
County. The night before, rain fell at a rate of 2 to 3 inches an hour, until water
flowed over New Hampshire.
Now in the halfhearted sunshine, dunes of mud and sand glisten on the commuter
routes. Not much commuting is happening because a traffic-light pole was knocked
down after the torrent washed away its foundation. Fat logs have come to rest
against guardrails. Sidewalk fences look like sieves that have captured armloads of
wet kindling and armadas of plastic bottles from the tide.
Water water everywhere -- except in the uptossed water bottles that define the
high-water mark of the flood, like urban buoys.
Where did they begin their journeys, these bottles -- Silver Spring, Forest Glen,
Wheaton?
Leaning on a rail, smoking a cigarette, staring hypnotically into the mocha current - still swift and swollen, but receded -- is Bryant Elliott. He's on the contractor crew
that's about to begin erecting a temporary pole from which to string a new traffic
light. The rush of the current is as loud as the traffic usually is at this intersection,
and he has to speak up to make himself heard.
"Mother Nature," he says a little wearily. "I've seen a lot of things washed out."
He's leaning a few feet away from a bronze plaque fixed in a concrete wall
overlooking the creek. He has read the plaque before, shivered to think of all it
suggested about fate, coincidence, cycles that roll on and on like a river. He has
worked this intersection before, but not on the night commemorated by the plaque,
Aug. 6, 1969.
The plaque is in memory of Robert J. Harmon Jr., 23, and Robert C. Hobstetter, 31,
of the Chillum-Adelphia Volunteer Fire Department.
During a thunderstorm and flash flood, these men gave their lives while attempting
to rescue flood victims . . .
On that night, Harmon and Hobstetter swam through five-foot swells on the
parkway to reach a family from Woodbridge -- father, mother, 5-year-old son -PSDiver Magazine
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clinging to a railing near where Elliott is smoking. The roadway collapsed, and the
firefighters were swept under the bridge and drowned. The family was rescued by
other firefighters.
Sligo had vaulted its banks regularly before that night, and it has done so regularly
since, though usually not with such fatal consequences. In this week's deluge, Sligo
borrowed someone's car in Silver Spring and took it on a soggy joyride
downstream.
aul-Harvey Weiner, 18, stops on his bike to read the plaque. "Kind of weird," he
says.
He lives in the neighborhood and he came to check out the creek in a mood he
doesn't get to see often. He was out the night before, too. Floods are awesome and
instructive, he says.
"Things that appear normal in regular times can suddenly open up," he says. "This
little bitty creek that doesn't have hardly any water turns into torrents."
Flood control measures have helped a little. But still it rains and rains, and then on
a morning like yesterday, a big bearded man from the state highway department -call him Bear, he says, his nickname on his blue shirt -- is inspecting more damage
on the other side of the intersection. The creek hauled away an SUV-sized chunk of
roadbed in the night.
"Water's got a lot of power," says Bear. Then he gets on his phone: "I'm down here
at Sligo and [Route] 650. We got some problems."
Upstream, a creekside playground is washed over with sand and silt. A heavy picnic
table has been shoved against the bottom of an orange double slide.
Farther upstream, a crew from the Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning
Commission is working. Usually these men lay blacktop. Now they are on flood
duty, sweeping silt dunes from commuter routes.
They are under no illusions that this work has any lasting impact. They speak of the
cycles of silt: Sand gets spread on the roads in the winter. Rain washes it into the
creek. The creek floods, and the sand gets spread back on the roads. Then crews
come along and sweep it to the side, from whence it will be washed back into the
creek -- and out again.
"Eventually it reaches the Potomac River, where it kills the fish," says one of the
crew.
They've been listening to the weather forecast, too: Chance of more rain. They
expect to be here again soon, sweeping.
A few miles to the west, along Rock Creek, the same awesome and instructive
spectacle elaborates upon itself. Rock Creek is wide, shocking in its preemptive
occupation of neighboring territory. It rounds large bends like a moving carpet. It
piles up against bridge supports like soft coffee ice cream. It does not roar, it
hisses.
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In the boughs of trees a few feet above the river are more plastic bottles, blue and
red fruit of the flood, marking how far the waters have receded. Did they enter the
great watery procession in Chevy Chase, Kensington, Garrett Park, Rockville?
In narrower channels closer to downtown, the river churns and boils, stirring frothy
cream into the coffee, making a miniature Great Falls. This sound is loud,
enveloping, like white noise.
"I love the sound of running water," says Maria Moreno, from Woodbridge, who has
pulled her car over to admire the scene. "It's calming."
Yet the visuals -- the river in uproar -- fascinate for the opposite reason. "It's the
wild untameness of it," Moreno says. "You know this is killer water. I'm expecting to
see someone's car come floating by."
A couple bridge timbers -- 30 feet long -- have washed downstream. Jason Searson
is looking for them. He's a superintendent on a project to build channels for
migrating fish that have been frustrated by dams. With channels, the American eel,
the blueback herring, the alewife and others could return to their spawning grounds
each year upstream in Rock Creek.
But the new flood has set back his effort to re-establish that cycle. It has washed
out part of his construction staging area. He can see the waters are already rising
again, with runoff from upstream. And he's heard forecasts for possible heavy
weather near the headwaters to the north. All parts of the fragile system are bound
together, a bottle misplaced in Rockville may be delivered to Georgetown.
Searson knows this: "The rain's not over yet."
A plaque overlooking Sligo Creek memorializes two firefighters who drowned in a
flash flood in 1969."Things that appear normal in regular times can suddenly open
up," says Paul-Harvey Weiner, 18, stopping to read a memorial for victims of a
1969 flood.

50-years-ago two Prince George’s County, MD firefighters
died during water rescue attempt
https://www.statter911.com/2019/08/09/50-years-ago-two-prince-georges-county-md-firefighters-died-duringwater-rescue-attempt/?fbclid=IwAR1NKVfKBWQ8io-WwSAdC6tjNzeVZWexSW0SOTD6npd1nIY5LKmsYn7VN80

Firefighters Robert Harmon and Robert Hobstetter
were members of Chillum-Adelphi VFD
Fifty-years-ago tonight two volunteer firefighters from the Chillum-Adelphi
Volunteer Fire Department in Prince George’s County, Maryland were killed during
an attempt to rescue a family whose station wagon was swept into the rain-swollen
Sligo Creek. Firefighter Robert Harmon, a glass blower at the National Institutes of
Health was 23. Firefighter Robert Hobstetter, a film editor at Channel 5, WTTG-TV,
was 31. On this page are images from the incident and various accounts of the lineof-duty-deaths of these two firefighters on that Saturday night. The date of their
deaths is usually listed as Sunday morning, August 10 when their bodies were
discovered and taken to the nearby Washington Sanitarium and Hospital (now
Adventist HealthCare Washington Adventist Hospital) where the men were
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pronounced dead
Tomorrow (Saturday) morning at 10:00 the Chillum-Adelphi VFD will hold a
memorial service at New Hampshire Avenue and Sligo Creek Parkway where there
has long been a plaque on the bridge honoring the two firefighters (see below).

Firefighter Robert Harmon (l) and Firefighter Robert Hobstetter, Chillum
Adelphi Volunteer Fire Department
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From The Evening Sun (Baltimore) on August 11, 1969
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Prince George's Flood Kills Two Firemen Attempting
Rescue
http://www.fosc.org/FloodFiremen.htm

August 11, 1969 by Kirk Scharfenberg - Washington Post
Additional Information provided by Bob Jacobs,
President of Chillum-Adelphi Fire Department
A line of violent thunderstorms that
slashed through the Washington area last
Saturday and early yesterday killed two
Prince George's firemen trying to rescue a
family in rampaging Sligo Creek.
The storms, accompanied by winds of over
55 miles per hour, caused extensive
flooding in Prince George's County, stalled
hundreds of cars in areas north of
Washington, knocked down trees in
Northern Virginia and interrupted power
briefly in many neighborhoods throughout
the metropolitan area.
Two Prince George's fire fighters,
volunteers with the Chillum-Adelphi
company, were swept to the their deaths
by five-foot swells in Sligo Creek as they
attempted to rescue a Woodbridge, Va.,
family stranded on a New Hampshire
Avenue bridge in Takoma Park.
The firemen were identified as Robert J.
Harmon, 23, a glassblower for the National
Institutes of Health, who lives at the Chillum-Adelphi firehouse, 7901 Riggs Rd; and
Robert C Hobstetter, 31, a technician for television station WTTG, who lived with his
wife and 5-year-old daughter at 12008 Maddox La., Bowie.
Harmon had been a volunteer for 18 months. Hobstetter, who had recently moved
to Bowie, had been with the volunteer company for seven years.
The firemen were killed as they tried to reach Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Knowles and
their 5-year-old son, Clark.
The family had abandoned its car when it was swept from the Sligo Creek Parkway
into the stream itself. They were then carried by the current to the partly
submerged New Hampshire Avenue Bridge over the creek and parkway where they
sat on a bridge railing.
Mrs. Knowles said yesterday afternoon that sometime after midnight the family
turned onto the parkway and had driven only a short distance before the water was
up to the door handles of the car.
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They were swept down the road by the water for about two blocks, Mrs. Knowles
said.
"A boy saw us and hollered to get out of the car. He swam over and I held onto our
little boy and he pulled us out the window. My husband went out the other
window," she said.
The youth, Colin Turner, 18, of Takoma Park, said he guided the woman and her
child downstream to the bridge. Her husband, employed by the Army in
Washington, reached the bridge by himself.
Shortly after they reached the bridge, Mrs. Knowles said, the rescue squad arrived.
Turner, who remained in the water, said he tried to help one of the fire fighters
secure a line to Knowles. Then, Turner said, he and the other fireman slipped and
were swept under the bridge.
A spokesman for the Prince George's fire department said that both Harmon and
Hobstetter were carried under the bridge with Turner, Harmon remained secured to
a lifeline and was pulled out quickly. He was taken to the Washington Sanitorium
and Hospital (in 2004 this is the Washington Adventist Hospital) at 12:30am, but
an hour-long effort to revive him failed.
Hobstetter was separated from the lifeline. He was swept downstream a half mile
and his body was not recovered until about 3 a.m.
Turner said, "I rolled myself into a ball and held my breath as I went under the
bridge. I bumped into a stump and was able to hold onto it for about fifteen
minutes. I heard a man in the woods and I yelled to him. He guided me in with a
flashlight." Mrs. Knowles said she thought the youth had drowned.
The Knowles family was finally rescued from the span by Takoma Park firemen. "I
was shaking so hard I couldn't stop," Mrs. Knowles said: "It was a harrowing
experience. My little boy was calm through it all. He had a toy truck and he never
let it go. The only thing he said was, 'Mom, my shoes are wet'."
Rescue squads and police in Montgomery and Prince George's Counties worked
throughout the night to combat the effects of the storm, which dumped close to five
inches of rain in some places.
The Cabin John Volunteer Fire Company reported removing about 10 persons,
including a woman 8 months pregnant, from cars stalled by flooding on River Road
where it crosses Cabin John Creek.
Frederick Simon, of Warwick Towers, Silver Spring, said two Montgomery County
policemen rescued him and his 75-year-old mother from the roof of their car
submerged in Sligo Creek. Chief James Alexander of the Laurel Rescue Squad said
his department made 35 runs during the night. Much of Sligo Creek Parkway was
still under water late yesterday and a bridge on Route 129 near Laurel was washed
out. No serious flooding was reported in the District, but many trees were knocked
down and water was six inches deep on many streets in the northern part of the
city.
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This car was swept off New Hampshire Avenue at the Sligo Creek Parkway during
Saturday's severe thunderstorm.
No serious flooding was reported in Northern Virginia. Low-lying Arlandria, which
has suffered severe flooding three times in recent weeks, escaped without any
damage, according to Alexandria police.
The Weather Bureau said the storm was caused by the movement of cool, dry air
from the west into the area where heavy, moist air was present. They said the
storm lasted from about 9:15 p.m. Saturday until shortly after 7 a.m. yesterday.
Amounts of rain reported ranged from 1.28 inches at National Airport to 4.8 inches
in Wheaton. The storm moved out of the area yesterday morning.
Pepco reported "spotty" power failures throughout the area. The most severe, a
company spokesman said, was a 51-minute failure in the New York Avenue Bladensburg Road area of Northeast Washington.
Additional Information provided by Bob Jacobs, President of ChillumAdelphi Fire Department
By late in the evening of August 9, 1969, the only vehicles left in the ChillumAdelphi Volunteer Fire Department were an ambulance and a hook and ladder
truck. The other vehicles were out answering calls on this stormy night. The two
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vehicles were called out of the station for a situation in College Park and, when that
call was cancelled, were vectored to the rescue situation on the New Hampshire
Avenue bridge over Sligo Creek. Bob Jacobs drove the hook and ladder truck with
Robert Hobstetter and Robert Harmon drove the ambulance south on New
Hampshire Avenue from University Boulevard down the hill to the flooded creek
crossing. The swollen creek was raging deeply over the bridge; the Knowles family
and Colin Turner were perched on the cement downstream railing of the bridge over
the creek.
Exiting their vehicles Harmon and Hobstetter attempted to reach the four people
clinging to the railing. Harmon, secured by a safety line, started through the water
towards the family. As he reached the beginning of the railing, the flood water
washed away the macadam at the edge of the bridge. The water that had been
boiling up in front of the bridge railing found an outlet and, cascading down,
washed Harmon off the bridge. Hobstetter in attempting to save Harmon was also
washed downstream. Bob Jacobs who was manning the safety line pulled Harmon
from the water. Hobstetter was found hours later downstream.
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